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Drew Goorabian is a Managing Attorney in our Orange County office. Drew places
an emphasis on delivering superb client communication, extensive case
preparation, and swift resolution of claims in the most cost-effective method
possible.

Throughout Drew’s workers’ compensation career, he has obtained two Take
Nothings, flipped multiple doctors at deposition, and averaged over 100 file
closures per year. The relationships Drew has established with adjusters, as well as
with judges and opposing counsel to drive expeditious resolution of claims, is what
he enjoys most about his job.

Drew also appreciates the work-life balance. His hobbies include playing golf,
attending live sports events, and traveling. When it comes to professional sports,
Drew is rooting for the Los Angeles Chargers, Anaheim Angels, and Los Angeles
Lakers. Whether it may be a visit to Disneyland, an Angels game, the beach, or a
local farmers market, Drew’s ideal weekend revolves around spending time with
his wife and children.

Drew grew up in Clovis, California. His favorite food is pepperoni pizza. In his spare
time, he enjoys watching just about any original series on HBO, including
Succession, Hard Knocks, and Westworld. He would like to accomplish visiting all
50 states in the country – Drew has visited 30 states thus far and has 20 more to go!
If he had the opportunity to select any individual as his mentor, it would be
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas.

EDUCATION

University of San Diego School of Law – Juris Doctor•

University of Louisville – B.S. in Finance•

ADMISSIONS

State Bar of California•

Specialties: Defense of
workers’ compensation claims
on behalf of employers,
insurers and third-party
administrators; Lien litigation

Related Services
Workers’ Compensation Defense

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

Subrogation

§132a Discrimination

§4553 Serious and Willful Misconduct
Claims

Walk Through Settlements

Rating Consultation

Drew Goorabian
MANAGING ATTORNEY

DGOORABIAN@ALBMAC.COM

714-289-4459

ORANGE COUNTY, CA

WCAB VENUES COVERED:
ANAHEIM, LONG BEACH, POMONA, RIVERSIDE, SAN BERNARDINO, SAN
DIEGO, SANTA ANA
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